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Ya –Hoo!
Greetings. A long time has passed since this started happening. Yes, the
technology that we use and enjoy today had never been there, say, 10 years ago. Think of
life a 100 years ago. How hard was communication in those times. Now it is as easy as if
we were talking face to face. With all this progress in the technological front and lots of
updating and up gradations happening, we are aware that only those who keep up with
the times are surviving. Survival of the fittest, as according to Charles Darwin. We humans
had been fit enough to survive and we had been doing continuously till today and it is
continuing. Now there is a burning question for you. Do you think you are fit enough to
play the game of LIFE? Take time to do a self search within. If you say yes, then what
percent are you? BASIX – Monthly newsletter is for this very purpose. To share with you
the updating and up gradations of the best models, technologies, techniques, tools in the
field of BODY – MIND – SOUL. To integrate and synthesize your best potential. To keep

NLP is an attitude and a methodology
that leaves behind a trail of techniques
– Dr.Richard Bandler

you moving on to the next, higher level. As always, BASIX, for more than a decade, has
been taking steps ahead to reach more fellow beings. BASIX has once again initiated this
process to be with and be the core of excellence and transfer the same to others. We are
happy to be bringing this to you.- C.J.Jeyachander

NLP is not how you behave or how you
think, it is how you think to think.
- C.J.Jeyachander.

Body – Mind – Spirit
You are not an illusion of MAGIC you are a MIRACLE being!
You are a MIRACLE!
You are more than what you think you are.
How do you feel about this?.Allow your
thoughts to pour out because it is very
important to understand your thoughts and
what

your

thoughts

are

trying

to

communicate with you. You should never
sensor it, which we usually do. In the sense,

what we want at the sensorial level we are
not bothered about going further. I say here
“BOTHERED” because taking care is
something that is done by people who are
only conscious about their body and nothing
else, or by someone who had completely
lost awareness of body and now there is a
problem pertaining to the body in the form
of discomfort, disease, inability etc.

that we have been habituated to sensor our

The one who has only the body conscious is

thoughts at the maximal front. We don’t

very closed and anything and everything

even LISTEN to our thoughts.

that they do is for their body and its
comfort. Even here, if you look closely, you

So how can I know my inner thoughts?
These are expressed in the form of ideas
and inner monologues. These monologues
are monologues because we don’t hear
them and these get no opportunity to be

TECHNIQUE #1
State Vs Physiology
How many times you would have felt
that you are not in the right “mood” to
do some activity which demands your
attention or involvement?
Mood is based on the perception that
happens within. You can easily change
your STATE(“Mood”).
1)

Sit in a place with relaxed
posture

2)

Take deep breaths and exhale

3)

Observe the surrounding,
describe it in your mind

4)

Gently close your eyes

5)

Go into your past memories
that is recent where you saw,
heard and felt happy,
confident, successful,
content, calm, peaceful etc..

6)

Start describing it
(Verbalizing will give you
much impact)

7)

Make the memory so
profound and detailed

8)

Keep on repeating this for
about 7 to 9 times

9)

Think of the task at hand and
make it more and more clear,
detailed, colourful

will realize that they provide more to their
body for enjoying the pleasures and
comforts . This gets them into many
problems and that too in their younger
years.

expressed because these are suppressed.
Listening is the key. Listen first to your inner

The other type of person is very much

self.

engrossed in other areas of their lives. They
have lost touch with their body because of

Most of our problems arise from not
listening to our inner self. So how are the
thoughts mentioned and your inner self
related?

which they have landed into this discomfort.
The most beautiful thing is that people
under these categories do not realize WHAT
IS ESSENTIAL. They still bother about the

This is a good question. Let us understand

fact that they could not have their comfort

first who we are.

level or only their body is not allowing them
to do what they want to do.

What do you think that you are?
First one must understand about their
Body, Thoughts, Body – Mind complex, Soul,

BODY. The vehicle without which one

Human, nothing, machine, creature, animal.

cannot accomplish anything .

Now as you think, become aware of your

Important question for you to ask is…What

thoughts and the self that is trying to

is my body and how comfortable is it today?

communicate with you.. There are two

What care needs to be taken or provided for

things here. One is your thoughts and the

my body?

other is your self communicating with you.

time for this?

We usually end with our body. The sensorial
level. The moment we feel that we have

body?

When am I going to make
How important is my

Am I over caring or under caring?

What is the balance level for my body?

10) Go to the END of how the
whole experience is complete
11) Gently open your eyes and
come back

Intersection of MINDS makes
the difference…

PHYSICAL WELLBEING

NLP – Neuro Linguistic Programming

Our physical body is a complex system.
Body is a composition of 5 elements.

Bandler was pursuing psychology when he
decided to achieve the results of the

Earth, Water, Air, Fire and Metal

Doesn’t the name itself create a kind of

outcome he started physiologically being

You can find all these in your body. Any
imbalance in these puts our body in the
state of DISEASE.

complex mental image in your mind.

and behaving in the way the therapists were

Few points to remember every day are,

NLP – Neuro Linguistic Programming

therapists at that time.To achieve this

So

how do you feel about this?

being and behaving. Some where he
1.

Become aware that you have
a BODY

2.

Take responsibility to take
care of your BODY

3.

Take what is needed by your
body not your wants

Transformational

4.

Take ample fluid intake.
Water is the most essential
one

In this process both, as a team, started

5.

Include vegetables and fruits

6.

Exercise – Balance Aerobic
with Anerobic

realized that the approach and methodology
Can you tell me what does NLP mean to

shared by these therapists with the students

you?

are the same and only this is not adequate

Jot down a list of your understanding?

to achieve the outcome as achieved by
these therapist. In this process Bandler

Many ask me what do you mean by NLP and

joined hands with Grinder who was then a

how is it helpful to me?

linguist

working

on

Grammar and Semantics.
Personally
Professionally
Before we go further in explaining about
NLP and the various benefits derived from
living the NLP way at multiple levels, as
natural as it sounds, we will go down to
understand its CREATION.
BIG BANG theory, as you all know about
how this universe came into existence, gives
us an understanding as MODELLING is the

understanding the behavior in this process.
They came to understand the internal
experience that was happening within their
models. External behavior is an outcome of
internal process of MIND.
To understand the internal process of mind
they came out with their first model called
the “Meta Model”.
“Meta” means Above, Beyond.

key for the existence of NLP.
So to understand what is happening at the
Dr.Richard Bandler and John Grinder were

experiential level of their subjects this

the co creators of NLP initially. It has been

model has been fine tuned continuously till

developed, through the decades, by the

the one we have in use at present.

contributions of many others. Basically it all
started to come together with an approach

Now there are two components, the

to accomplish the outcome achieved by

external

some of the therapists in their work.

experience.

behavior

and

the

internal

This is the BEGINNING of our journey

If psychology is the
study of psych, NLP
is the application
module.

STRESS MANAGEMENT – ACE MICROMATIC

NLP BASIC PRACTITIONER - SANDHUR

CLINICAL HYPNOTHERAPY LEVEL – 1

GLOBAL ACTION ON POVERTY – WITH COACHEES, FELLOW COACHES & JOHN M

OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU…
If you are a NLP Practitioner, Master
Practitioner, Trainer or you have
done/doing lot of work in the field of
mind and most importantly in the
application part, then you are RIGHT
here to make your work spread
everywhere and get recognized.
We welcome contributors for our
monthly news letter.
Write to us now..

Upcoming Events
NLP – Basic & Master Practitioner Certification
NLP Basic Parctitioner – 25 April – 1 May

info@basixinc.org
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DIPLOMA – Clinical Hypnotherapy
C.Ht Level 2 – 19 to 23 April, C.Ht Level 1 – 15-17 April, C.Ht Level 3 - November

DIPLOMA – Past Life Regression Therapy
Level 1 Spiritual Regression – 3,4 April

HMP – Hypno Mind Power
HMP Level 1 & 2 - June
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